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Dead Air Armament's 
Comments in Opposition to Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ATF 29P 

 
On May 4, 2016, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives ("ATF" or 

the "Agency") published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ("ANPR") in the Federal 

Register at Volume 81, pages 26764 through 26767, to institute this rulemaking proceeding with 

respect to marking firearm silencers and firearm mufflers regulated under the National Firearms 

Act ("NFA"), 26 U.S.C. §§ 5801-5872.  ATF's current regulations under the NFA are codified at 

27 C.F.R. Part 479. 

Sound Moderation Technologies, LLC, d/b/a Dead Air Armament (“Dead Air”) is a 

manufacturer of firearm silencers. Dead Air opposes the proposed rulemaking for the reasons set 

forth below and in the Exhibits to this Comment incorporated herein by reference. 

 

I. National Firearms Act Trade and Collectors Association has Withdrawn Their 
Petition for Rulemaking 

 
 

i. Background 
 

In April 2008, ATF issued guidance to manufacturers regarding how to mark silencers 

with the information required by regulations. On April 27, 2008 the National Firearms Act Trade 

and Collectors Association (“NFATCA”) filed a petition with ATF, in the absence of 

consultation with the Firearms Industry, stating that the Industry’s response to the guidance was 
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not favorable. A copy of the Petition for a Request on Formal Rulemaking on Silencer Marking 

is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A. 

There has been an overwhelmingly negative response from the members of our 
trade to this particular guidance . . . there is strong policy agreement between ATF 
and our trade that only the silencer [outer] tube should be marked in accordance 
with the marking requirements of Parts 478 and 479 of Title 27 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations. . . . Allowing end caps to be the possible marking location 
for silencers does constitute a serious public safety issue in the areas of diversion, 
tracing, and evasion of other NFA rules.  

 
See Exhibit A at 2. It would seem that once again the NFATCA decided to raise baseless issues, 

this time allegedly expressing a concern of manufacturers that the end cap should not be marked, 

in the absence of any proof of concern from Industry members and seemingly only in support of 

its own personal agenda and positions.  

 Perhaps most troubling is that NFATCA petitioned ATF to enter into emergency 

rulemaking in order to establish a new regulation addressing these putative concerns. While ATF 

waited almost eight years to actually implement a formal rulemaking proceeding – rather than an 

emergency one which would have denied the public all meaningful opportunity to comment on 

the proposed regulation – this appears to have been a petition to have ATF take action with only 

the input of NFATCA and its purported members, which NFATCA has not made public.  

 

ii. The Lack of Supporting Evidence a Regulation Change is Needed 

In its petition, NFATCA states that they understood, from discussions with staff at ATF, 

that the ATF felt legally constrained from forcing the manufacturer of a silencer to mark only 

what ATF considers to be a major component piece of the silencer. Id. NFATCA went on to 

claim that they had been advised the ATF did not see how it would be able to take legal action 

against a person or entity should they decide to mark an end cap without changing the 
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regulations. Id. As such, NFATCA proposed that such a regulation was urgently needed since it 

believed that the marking of end caps constituted a serious public safety issue in the areas of 

diversion, tracing and evasion of other NFA rules. Id.  

While the NFATCA claimed to have concern over the guidance issued by ATF, it failed 

to cite to a single example of where any of their concerns have actually come to fruition. There is 

noticeably absent in the petition any examples of where a silencer that was marked on its end cap 

was unable to be identified after being recovered in a crime, was transferred between other 

silencer bodies that were unregistered or used in the evasion of other NFA rules. In fact, the 

petition is devoid of even a single hypothetical suggesting or representing any actual, legitimate 

concern. 

Nowhere in the docket does ATF cite to statistics, examples or other information where a 

silencer that was marked in a location other than the “outer tube” was unable to be identified 

after being recovered in a crime, was transferred between other silencer bodies that were 

unregistered or otherwise used in the evasion of other NFA rules. As such, the entire basis for 

this ANPR is at best a sham and utilized by NFATCA for its own personal agenda and positions, 

in the absence of any Industry support. 

Further, it is unclear why ATF would take action against anyone who marked an end cap 

of their silencer rather than the “outer tube” provided the individual or entity had marked it in 

accordance with 27 C.F.R. § 479.102. It seems that NFATCA has a knack for spinning tall tales 

deserving of being told near campfires in order to push ATF to enter into rulemaking. Or maybe, 
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NFACTA is merely a proxy for ATF to push its own agenda through a putative Industry 

representative that lacks any Industry support. 1 

 

iii. NFATCA’s Petition Withdrawal 

While the NFATCA hired attorney Mark Barnes to draft the petition to ATF in order to 

implement emergency rulemaking proceedings, their withdrawal was a little lack luster and less 

than robust. Rather than hire counsel to competently address the issues that it previously and 

improperly raised as the basis for the entire petition, NFATCA’s Executive 

Director/Secretary/Treasurer Jeffery Folloder (“Mr. Folloder”) filed a rather lacking two 

paragraph comment formally withdrawing the petition. A copy of the Comment Filed on Behalf 

of NFATCA is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit B. Mr. Folloder notes that 

“[t]he concerns expressed in 2008 are not applicable to today” and that “[m]arking placement 

should encourage accurate identification for tracing and documentation purposes…” Id.  

Nowhere in the comment submitted by NFATCA do they attempt to correct, dispel or 

otherwise address issues that they raised as the basis for the petition to have ATF enter into 

rulemaking or explain that contrary to their assertion, they do not represent the Firearms 

Industry. As such, they have left it to others within the community, who they do not represent, to 

adequately address the issues they raised. 2 Unfortunately for the rest of the community, 

regardless of whether NFATCA withdraws its petition, ATF is not required to have a petition to 

                                                   
1 See Firearms Industry Consulting Group’s Comments in Opposition to Proposed Rule ATF 41P 
at 27-29, ID Number: ATF-2013-0001-8306 available at: 
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=ATF-2013-0001-8306  
2 NFATCA has not made public who in the Industry it purportedly represented at the time the 
petition was filed and who, if any, manufacturers it currently represents within the Industry. 
NFATCA does not represent Dead Air in any capacity, including in relation to the alleged 
concerns of the Industry that NFATCA brings to the attention of ATF and/or the public. 
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enter into rulemaking. As a result, such an action is at best more akin to a gesture to gain good 

will of the Industry and likely to save face, rather than to meaningfully participate in the 

rulemaking process that its petition was the basis for.  

 

II. The “Outer Tube” is Not and Has Never Been a Viable Sole Option for Marking 

ATF states that it, along with Industry members, considers the term “outer tube” to mean  

“the largest external part of the silencer and is that portion of a silencer which encapsulates all 

components of the silencing unit and which contains and controls the expansion of the escaping 

gases.” Identification Markings Placed on Firearms Silencers and Firearms Mufflers 81 Fed. 

Reg. 86 at 26865 (May 4, 2016). Yet, ATF’s “definition” is problematic for several reasons. 

 

i. In Order to Define “Outer Tube” ATF Would Need to Implement a New Definition 
Through Rulemaking 

 
As declared in Connecticut Light & Power Co. v. NRC, 673 F.2d 525, 528 (D.C. Cir. 

1982), “[i]f the [ANPR] fails to provide an accurate picture of the reasoning that has led the 

agency to the proposed rule, interested parties will not be able to comment meaningfully upon 

the agency's proposals.”  The court went on to find that an agency commits serious procedural 

error when it fails to reveal the basis for a proposed rule in time to allow for meaningful 

commentary. 

What ATF and other industry members allegedly consider the term “outer tube” to mean 

is inconsequential in these proceedings. No where in the ANPR does ATF declare that it is 

seeking to add the term “outer tube” to 27 C.F.R. 479.11. As such, ATF is denying commenters 

the ability to meaningfully partake in the agency’s proposals as it is not attempting to define the 

term but yet still seeks to require the Industry and individuals making silencers to mark the 
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completed silencer on the “outer tube”, a term which ATF would seemingly be able to alter at its 

will.  

As this ANPR fails to provide proper public notice, ATF lacks the authority to 

promulgate any definition in these proceedings. 

 

ii. New Manufacturing Techniques Have Eliminated the “Outer Tube” 
 

At the time the petition was submitted by NFATCA to have ATF enter into emergency 

rulemaking, the manufacturing techniques employed across the Industry differed from the 

modern day methods that are now being employed. Further, any attempt to regulate the markings 

of a silencer to the “outer tube” would severely hamper Industry innovation. As the new 

manufacturing technique mention infra have gained traction within the Industry, any attempt to 

regulate the marking of an “outer tuber” would seemingly prevent the technique from being 

utilized. 

 

iii. Silencer Designs Which Marking the “Outer Tube” Would Be Impossible 

 

a. Sig Sauer’s Tubeless Rifle Silencers 

In 2014, Sig Sauer introduced a new line of rifle silencers to the military and international 

community that were noticeably devoid of the “outer tube” that ATF seeks to mandate must be 

engraved. In 2015, these silencers were introduced to the civilian market at SHOT Show. An 

image of the silencers currently produced by Sig Sauer using this manufacturing technique is 

attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit C. Sig Sauer developed an entirely new 

manufacturing technique that no longer required the traditional “outer tube” to house the baffles. 
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By welding the baffles to one another, Sig Sauer was able to increase the internal volume of the 

silencer, while reducing the weight.  

If ATF were to implement a regulation which required the marking of an “outer tube”, 

Sig Sauer would seemingly be unable to discern what constitutes the “outer tube” on its rifle line 

of silencers and thus be left without the ability to produce them. 

 

b. SilencerCo’s Tubeless Pistol Silencer 

In 2015, SilencerCo brought the Omega-9K to the market. An image of this silencer is 

attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit D. Featuring the same “tubeless” design as the 

Sig Sauer rifle silencers, this again would cause concern for what constitutes the “outer tube” and 

how it would be marked.  

 

iv. Other Designs Currently on the Market Do Not Mark the Alleged “Outer Tube” and 
Would Be Impossible to Do So 

 
 

a. SilencerCo’s Osprey Pistol Silencers 

SilencerCo introduced the Osprey series of silencers in late 2009/early 2010. An image of 

this silencer is attached hereto and incorporation herein as Exhibit E. The Osprey series has a 

rectangular shape, different from the circular one that most manufacturers offer. Instead of being 

serialized along the “outer tube”, it has a billet end cap containing all of the required information 

so that in the event of a baffle strike or catastrophic failure, it is likely that the silencer can be 

repaired without necessitating a replacement.  
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b. SilencerCo’s Salvo 12 

SilencerCo introduced the Salvo 12 in 2014. An image of this silencer is attached hereto 

and incorporated herein as Exhibit F. The Salvo 12 is a shotgun silencer that does not feature an 

“outer tube” but rather a series of baffles that are held together by 2 rods, allowing the user to 

adjust the configurations. The Salvo 12 is serialized on the portion that is closest to the muzzle. 

 

c. SilencerCo’s Osprey Micro 

SilencerCo introduced the Osprey Micro in 2015. An image of this silencer is attached 

hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit G. The Osprey Micro is a .22lr silencer that does not 

feature an “outer tube” but rather a series of baffles that are held together by two rods, allowing 

the user to adjust the configurations. The Osprey Micro is serialized on the portion that is closest 

to the muzzle. 

 

d. Delta P Design’s Brevis II 

Delta P Design introduced the Brevis II in 2015. An image of this silencer is attached 

hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit H. The Brevis II is a centerfire rifle silencer that does 

not feature a traditional “outer tube” but rather is a single piece devoid of any welds. The Brevis 

II is serialized on the rear “end cap” of the silencer, closest to where it would thread onto a 

muzzle. 

 

e. Jesse James Firearms Unlimited Aero-Sonic 

Jesse James Firearms Unlimited (“JJFU”) introduced the Aero-Sonic in 2013. An image 

of this silencer is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit I. The Aero-Sonic is a 
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centerfire rifle silencer that does not feature a traditional “outer tube” but rather is constructed of 

two halves that are held together by screws. The Aero-Sonic is serialized on one of the 

“clamshells”, closest to where it would thread onto the muzzle. 

 

III. Other Information ATF Requested 
 
 

i. Percentage of Manufacturers that Mark the End Cap 

Dead Air is currently unable to give an estimate to the percentage of manufacturer’s that 

mark the end cap. In the 2014 tax year, there were 3,715 registered manufacturer special 

occupation taxpayers (“SOT”). 3 As there are many manufacturers whose products never become 

“mainstream” but have a local or regional following, any attempt to even estimate this 

percentage would be close to impossible. As ATF requires manufacturers to complete the Annual 

Firearms Manufacturing and Exportation Report (“AFMER”), which includes a line item for the 

number of silencers manufactured by the manufacturer in that particular year, perhaps ATF could 

utilize the responses to better estimate this number. Alternatively, ATF could contact a proper 

and legitimate sampling of manufacturer SOTs to inquire whether they manufacture silencers 

and how/where they mark the silencer. 

Regardless, Dead Air points to the examples described supra to show that numerous 

manufacturers mark a high percentage of their products on the “end cap” or equivalent, rather 

than the “outer tube”. ATF should not only consider the number of manufacturers that would be 

affected by a proposed regulatory change but also the number of products that would be affected 

by one.  

 

                                                   
3 https://www.atf.gov/about/docs/report/2015-report-firearms-commerce-us/download 
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ii. Costs Associated with Marking the End Cap 

Dead Air is unable to give an estimate as to the cost increase or decrease to mark the end 

cap instead of another location. It may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer and maker to 

maker depending upon their manufacturing processes.  

 

iii. Other Parts or Locations Where Markings May Be Placed 

As ATF is aware, currently, manufacturers and makers mark silencers on a variety of 

locations including the “end cap”, “outer tube”, and “rear cap”. Dead Air vehemently opposes 

regulations from ATF in relation to where silencers should be marked. Any regulation or ruling 

that seeks to mandate where a silencer must be marked will stifle innovation within the Industry 

and ultimately hurt the consumer as well as the marketplace. 

 

iv. Marking Multiple Outer Tubes Which Make Up a Complete Device 

As described supra, Dead Air vehemently opposes any type of regulation or ruling that 

would require a manufacturer or maker to mark their silencers in any particular fashion. Dead 

Air believes that as long as the silencer is marked in accordance with the current regulations 

found at 27 C.F.R. § 479.102, it has been marked suitably to satisfy any tracing and 

documentation purposes necessary. Any such regulation or ruling that seeks to mandate where a 

silencer must be marked will stifle innovation within the Industry and ultimately hurt the 

consumer as well as the market place. 
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IV. Other Issues Regarding Marking Silencers 

Dead Air would also like to point out that the Silencer Industry has been exploding with 

new Industry members, innovation and products in the last several years. While ATF seeks to 

solicit feedback in order to implement a regulation with regard to where to mark a silencer, the 

Industry is moving at such a rapid pace that any such regulation will surely stifle the creativity 

and ingenuity that silencer manufacturers are bringing to the marketplace. Not only would the 

manufacturers suffer, but so would the consumer and ultimately the local and national economy. 

The Industry has marked and continues to mark silencers in accordance with the current set of 

regulations. To Dead Air’s knowledge, there are no instances in which either NFATCA or ATF 

can point to in recent years (post-2008 and likely prior) in which a manufacturer or maker’s 

markings caused issues in the areas of diversion, tracing or otherwise evading of NFA rules. 

Further, and just as importantly, if ATF were to implement any such regulation 

mandating that silencers be marked in a certain manner (other than those found in 27 C.F.R. § 

49.102), the unintended consequences would be of a greater magnitude than perhaps ATF has 

considered. In the context of law enforcement, if a silencer were to ever end up in their 

possession, how would the agency have any way of knowing whether the silencer in their 

possession was produced prior or after the regulation were implemented?  

The answer seems rather simple. They would simply need to call ATF to conduct a trace 

on the silencer. Yet, if the agency were to call ATF to conduct a trace on the silencer, that means 

the whole premise for this ANPR is contrived, as the information required (the markings) are 

readily found on the silencer.   
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V. The Comment of Colin Campbell and Amy Tieperman 

While reviewing the comments already filed in response to this proposed regulatory 

change, a comment in support, written by Colin Campbell and Amy Tieperman quotes Vice 

President Mike Pappas (“Mr. Pappas”) in a manner that seemingly implies that he and/or Dead 

Air support the proposed regulatory change. The comment states:  

We support ATF's proposed regulation requiring serial identification markers on silencers 
be placed on the outer tube and no longer allowed to be placed on the end cap. It is 
already cited that the proposed rule is one that is a industry standard. Many of the large 
companies already use the advised standard so I see this proposed rule being more of a 
formality of an already suggested standard that is already in place with many major 
manufacturers. When questioned about the proposed rule, Mike Pappas from Dead Air 
Suppressors states, “the marking is the standard we have always done. As far as I see it, 
nothing has changed…” 

 
See Comment ATF-2016-0001-0021.  
 
 The comment fails to include the prior sentence in the article which gives context to Mr. 

Pappas’s statement. “Tactical Retailer reached out to a few suppressor makers and they didn’t 

think the new ATF rules would have any impact on their business.” 4 (Emphasis added). At no 

point did Mr. Pappas indicate to Tactical Retailer that he or Dead Air supported any kind of new 

regulation from ATF requiring silencers to be marked a certain way and as evidenced by this 

comment, Mr. Pappas and Dead Air vehemently oppose any sort of new regulatory measures 

being instituted. Instead, Mr. Pappas only indicated that with the current line of silencers being 

produced by Dead Air, the proposed regulation would seemingly have no direct effect on the 

marking of silencers currently produced. That is not to say that it may not impact future designs 

or that there is any support for the implementation of any such regulation.  

 

 

                                                   
4 http://www.tacretailer.com/2015/06/02/new-rule-will-force-silencer-companies-stamp-cans/ 
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CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons set-forth above, ATF lacks the authority to define what is an “outer tube”. 

ATF should thoroughly consider the comments in opposition to proposed changes contained in 

this comment as well as the implications of the proposed changes, specifically the effects it will 

have on stifling innovation within one of the fastest growing segments of the firearms industry.  

  

      
 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

       ______________________________ 
       Adam Kraut, Esq. 
       Firearms Industry Consulting Group, 
       a Division of Prince Law Offices, P.C. 
       646 Lenape Road 
       Bechtelsville, PA  19505 
       888-313-0416 
 
Date: August 1, 2016     Counsel for Dead Air Armament 
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EXHIBIT I 



JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

Raw internal view

JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS in Tungsten Grey

!



JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

Internal View in Tungesten Gray 

JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

Disassembled. Fully serviceable for longevity and consistent performance

JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

Afrikan Desert Camo

JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

Mounted on the JJFU Nomad 15 with the JJFU RockCrawler BiPod and US Optics sight.



JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

Mount on the Nomad 15 with the JJFU Rock Crawler bipod

JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

in .300BLK on a pair of Nomad 15 rifles

JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

Matching pair



JJFU Aero Sonic™ LSFS

Being reassembled after cleaning in JJFU Cold War Grey Cerakote




